BGS creates this website with a lot care but cannot guarantee that the information it contains is correct, complete and permanently updated. BGS has the right to add, change or remove any information at any time, without previous warning.

BGS disclaims any liability arising from direct or indirect use of its website.

This site contains links to other websites. BGS cannot be held responsible for the current or future content of these websites, nor for the content of external links referring to the BGS website.

**Intellectual property**

Copyright © 2014 BGS non-profit organisation. All rights reserved.

Every text, lay-out, image or other items on the website are under copyright and protection of intellectual property.

None of the items on the website can be copied, changed or moved to another website for publication, without a previous written authorisation from BGS. The website can contain texts, images and other items under copyright from a third party. BGS does not allow our or a third party’s intellectual property to be used.

**Applicable law and authorised court**

Any difference related to [www.bgs.org](http://www.bgs.org) falls under the law of the Kingdom of Belgium. Differences are treated by the authorised courts in Brussels.